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Price: 279,000€  Ref: R4087921

Villa - Finca

Jete

3

2

157m² Build Size

9,913m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Cortijo for sale in Jete, Granada - a little pocket of paradise! A place to lose yourself

where nature and fresh air come together in a subtropical climate!

This unique cortijo can be found in an outstanding location close to the Andalucian

village of Jete. The property has everything you could wish for, natural beauty, stunning

panoramic views of the surrounding countryside, a sense of tranquillity and complete

privacy. This traditional single storey cortijo has three bedrooms (a large master

bedroom with ensuite shower room), family bathroom, a well designed modern kitchen

and lounge/dining...(Ask for More Details!)
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Cortijo for sale in Jete, Granada - a little pocket of paradise! A place to lose yourself where nature and fresh

air come together in a subtropical climate!

This unique cortijo can be found in an outstanding location close to the Andalucian village of Jete. The

property has everything you could wish for, natural beauty, stunning panoramic views of the surrounding

countryside, a sense of tranquillity and complete privacy. This traditional single storey cortijo has three

bedrooms (a large master bedroom with ensuite shower room), family bathroom, a well designed modern

kitchen and lounge/dining room with wood burning stove and direct access to the magical terrace with a

shaded seating area and swimming pool with garage/storeroom and pump room below the pool.

The enticing pool has panoramic views across the valley. The stunning terrace overlooks the gardens that

are stocked with an abundance of blooming tropical flowers and plants. This property oozes beauty, where

tradition has been preserved. There are stunning panoramic views in every direction you look, both day and

night.

The 9900m of land is predominately planted with approximately 250 Nispero trees, along with lemon, orange,

clementine, fig, olives, mango, avocado, grapes, almond, pomegranate and passion fruit trees.

Every detail has been carefully considered to create a peaceful and comfortable ambience.

Just an 80 minute drive to the ski resort of Sierra Nevada, 15 minutes to Almuñecar and the beaches and 5

minutes to the Village of Jete.

If you're looking for absolute privacy and tranquility and a well maintained Andalusian home with stunning

views over the mountains you've found your place! This is an absolutely unique property.
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